PETROJET
PETROJET company profile
Incepted in Egypt in 1975, Petrojet ranks today amongst the largest full service construction groups across
the Middle East and Africa.
The company utilizes its workforce of 30,000 engineers, technicians and labor and its large fleet of modern
construction equipment to provide integrated EPC services to the Hydrocarbon, Power, Industrial and
Infrastructure
Sectors.
Additionally, Petrojet owns 5 process equipment fabrication workshops, and 2 Marine Fabrication Yards,
and two Pipe Coating facilities.
FIELD OF ACTIVITIES:
Major Civil, Building & Infrastructure Works.
Mechanical Works.
Electrical & Instrumentation Works.
Trunk Pipelines.
Tank Farms.
Process Equipment Fabrication.
Pipe Coating.
Fabrication of Offshore Platforms & Deep Water Structures.
PAST PERFORMANCE:
Petrojet reference list is full of outstanding achievements executing over 1,500 Projects.
Construction of 140 Process plants.
Fabrication and Erection of 260,000 tons of Steel Storage Tanks (Cylindrical, Spherical and Cryogenic).
Laying of 25,000 kilometers of trunk Onshore Pipelines with Pipe Diameters up to 66 inch.
5'000'000 m3 of poured concrete, for Civil & Building Works.
Fabrication and supply of 1,400 units of Process Equipment.
Fabrication of 200,000 tons of Various Offshore & Deep Water Structures.
22,000,000 m2 of pipe coating (concrete, polyethylene, polypropylene and polyurethane).
DIFFERENTIATORS:
Petrojet prides itself as being a one-stop-shop to its clients. This is clear from diversity and wide spectrum
of activities rendered by the company.
A strong edge is that PETROJET owns a large fleet of modern construction plant and equipment to cover the
wide range of diversified activities provided. This fleet that is easily maneuvered and mobilized to Petrojet's
work sites across the Middle East and North Africa.
Petrojet is committed to maximize the involvement of local companies (subcontractors and vendors), in
addition to the employment and hiring of national citizens in its operations thus supporting the technology
transfer and economic development of the communities in which it operates.

BAVARIA EGYPT
OVERVIEW
The roots of Bavaria go back to 1923, when Bavaria Feuerlöscher-Apparatebau
was first established in Falkenstein, Germany. The objective of the company was to
manufacture quality firefighting equipment and supply safety at a time of great need. Bavaria with its
old heritage is the second oldest fire extinguisher manufacturer in Germany.
Many years later, with a vision of globalization that was ahead of its time, Bavaria Egypt stock company
was established in 1971 as an Egyptian German joint venture. Bavaria Egypt's main objective has always been
to provide innovative, reliable and sustainable high quality fire fighting products to meet the current and
future market demands, providing safety to individuals and the society at large.
In 1999, both companies merged together under one holding company; Bavaria Holding and
thus expanding turf on both the national and international levels. Features of the benefits reaped are quite
numerous including the integration of their market strategies, product packages, the combination of the
production facilities in Germany and Egypt as well as the endorsed experiences, research and
development activities.
BAVARIA HOLDING has other subsidiaries like Bavaria Free-Zone that is specialized in logistics and free zone
operations and Bavaria Alarm, a turnkey provider for automated alarm and fixed fire fighting installations
and systems.
Today, on the international level, BAVARIA HOLDING extends its market endeavors to many countries.
Bavaria is directly present through its own subsidiaries in Lebanon and Sudan as well as being active in the
European Union as well as in several other countries. Under the umbrella of its six companies Bavaria secures
the supply of its wide range of products through 26 owned branches in 5 countries. This allows hands on
reliable consultations, prompt supply, technical support, and after sale services. Thanks to its well-developed
fleet of customer service vehicles that deliver high quality services on site to 50,000 contracted service
customers and is committed to fulfilling their requests within 72-hours.
Bavaria is perhaps the largest producer in Africa, the Middle East, and Europe for cars' fire extinguishers with
a capacity of up to several million fire extinguishers per annum.

UNISERV ARABIA

Overview
UniservArabia LLC is a diversified and sustainable program design and management company with a vast
regional/global experience of a visionary healthcare industry professional behind. A corporate with globalrenowned tier-1 venture capital / financial institution and elite business conglomerates inside. A young, of a
national, Gov., and InterGov. interests with a novel approach to a well defined promising organic growth
potentials ahead to bridge the gaps earlier from facility design, architecture, supervision, pre-operational
requirements as well as post-operational management, technical and clinical applications, ensured by its own
treasures of professional expertise, business acumen and ethical commitments to the International Standards,
Compliance, Certifications & Accreditations. UniservArabia LLC has its genes of innovations, Customizability
and Irreproachability in Program Design Approaches for New Healthcare Delivery Platforms. Welcome to the
Next Generation Healthcare ln the Information Age.

Enppi
Welcome To Enppi
Enppi signifies a legacy of engineering expertise and proficiency that was built over decades of hands-on practice and learning.
The company is renowned as an international, leading provider of fully integrated engineering, procurement, construction
supervision and project management services for the petroleum, petrochemicals, power and other industries. Enppi is globally
recognized as a major engineering, EPC main contractor, and management contractor, with decades of experience in onshore
and offshore projects in the oil and gas, refining and petrochemical industries.

Engineering for the Petroleum & Process Industries (Enppi) was established on January 15, 1978 and is currently working
under Egyptian Investment Law 8 for 1997, with a paid capital of 220 million US Dollars. The Egyptian General Petroleum
Corporation (EGPC) is the principal shareholder owning 97% of the total shares of Enppi.
Past, Present & future
Enppi signifies a legacy of engineering expertise and proficiency that was built over
decades of hands-on practice and learning. The company is renowned as an
international, leading provider of fully integrated engineering, procurement,
construction supervision and project management services for the petroleum,
petrochemicals, power and other industries. Enppi is globally recognized as a major
engineering, EPC main contractor, and management contractor, with decades of
experience in onshore and offshore projects in the oil and gas, refining and
petrochemical industries.
Enppi was established in 1978 on the solid basis and knowhow of CF Braun Engineering
and has since that time grown and expanded to become the trusted name of choice in
the oil and gas industry across the entire region. Headquartered in Cairo, Egypt, Enppi
branches and offices are spread in more than 15 countries around the world, with avid
expansion plans being implemented with every passing year.
The main and most important asset in Enppi is its engineers. Enppi engineers are known for their invaluable expertise and
knowhow, and their proficient work conduct is what makes the company’s name a world renowned one. At Enppi, we are
committed to retaining our engineering experts and talents by providing them with the work environment and support
they require to thrive.
Enppi holds a long and pride-worthy track record of success stories in engineering projects that can be mapped across the
globe. Our accumulated experience in engineering solutions is the cornerstone of our global reach, and the Enppi name is
now internationally recognizable as a professional, efficient and trusted partner.

MARTRANS
MARTRANS IN BRIEF
- Established : in 1957 as a governmental freight forwarding .
- 600 experienced professional employees .
- Cargo handled : About 7 million frt.tons / year .
- Agent network worldwide.
- Available 24Hrs/7 days .
- Registered Members of IATA, FIATA & other Transport Associations
- Our services :* Cargo shipment (Air/Sea/Land)
* Door-to-door courier service .
* Custom Clearance .
* Preparation of export documents, Letter of Credit (L/C) preparation and negotiation
* Insurance coverage by all modes of transport (Air/Sea/Land), domestic and international
* Cross border shipment from/to Egypt.
* Pick-up & delivery anywhere in Egypt .
* consultation .
MARTRANS Was established in 1957 as a
governmental Freight Forwarding Company for
importing & exporting cargoes consigned to
Egyptian state owned enterprises as well as Public
and Private Sector Companies.
Since then Martrans masters the art of freight
forwarding with professional employees applying
the most sophisticated techniques in freight
forwarding biz, through a big network of agents
worldwide with 4 strategically located branches
covering the 5 major ports in Egypt –Alexandria,
Port Said, Suez, Damietta and Safaga.
Our membership in FIATA, IATA, BIMCO, AFCS,
EIFFA associations along with the ISO 9001-2008
and OHASAS 18001 and long staple relationship
with first class air and ocean carriers permits us to
pass on to our customers reliable and substantial
savings in all logistics supply chain.
At Martrans, logistics is much more than the
transportation of goods from one point to another.
We take into consideration the many aspects
associated with the efficient handling of cargo Martrans handles your cargo from A to Z with a
personalized touch."

HERMAS EGYPT
Brief History

“Horizon Energy Resources Management and Services” S.A.E (HERMAS) is an Egyptian Joint Stock Company
with a Headquarter in the Smart Village, Giza/Egypt and other associated offices in Accra/Ghana and Ras AlKhaimah/UAE. HERMAS has been incorporated to provide expertise and professional services for firms
working in the Energy Sectors .The company was formally established in 2015, however, it is extremely giant
by its management members who have more than 20 years of experience in industrial, technical and
financial experiences in Africa and Middle East markets with several multinational companies.
In Egypt, HERMAS is engaged in a strategic cooperation with MOMP in the manufacturing of prepaid and
smart electricity and water meters. In 2018, Maasara factory started the production of the electricity meters.
In 2019, Maasara factory started the water meters production.
See below the photos captured during the opening ceremony of Maasara electricity meters factory.

In Africa,
In 2015, HERMAS developed Electricity
meters factory in Ghana and in 2016,
HERMAS developed Electricity meters
factory in Nigeria. HERMAS scope did
include product development and
specification including type testing &
certification;
design,
supply
and
installation of factories’ equipment and
machines
including
testing
and
commissioning;
training and
pilot
management; and O&M of the factories.
Below are some pictures for the two
factories:

POWER TECK
A Leading company having its business in Egypt since 2006 with 3 business units:
•
Supply and consultancy unit:
Specialized in the supply and consultancy for all information technology equipment’s and services, supply all modern
educational facilities and requirements. As an example, we supply smart boards, computers, Mids. equipments and
instruments for electrical and mechanical labs, waving and spinning labs and all related services.
•
Commercial unit:
As an exclusive agent in Egypt for Galanz company in china, and in cooperation with many Egyptian factories specially
Helwan company for metallic appliances, powelectric home appliances specially air conditions, refrigerators, washing
machines and microwave ovens. Powerteck also offers all after sale services for its products.
erteck produces and distributes • Electromechanical contracting unit:
Specialized in design, erecting and testing of total solutions in the fields of fire alarm, firefighting, communication and
security and control systems.
Having partnership, agencies, dealership with NOMP in Egypt, Dorian Drake company, Big John company in USA, and
Galanz in china, and having powerteck-international as its main branch in china, Powerteck is ready to extend its
services and cooperation with any local and international company to satisfy its slogan .
“ Quality and customer satisfaction is our goal “

ISCC
The Center for Information Systems and Computers is a center of the Egyptian Ministry of Military
Production, the Center for Information Systems and Computers, which is one of the castles of the
software industry in Egypt since 1974, where it has provided many information systems in large
sectors of the market.Domestic and external to the core task of serving the sectors and companies of
military production using the latest means and technology and the latest data bases and invested a
base of specialized expertise to cover many areas of technology Information.All the systems
produced and developed by the Center are registered with the Office for the Protection of
RightsIntellectual property with certificates of deposit and registration as automated computer works

IDG
About
We have developed & on up-to-date a library
containing many catalogues, profiles, resource books
& computer programs specialized in our field
Is an Electromechanical consultant specialized in
Planning, Electrical & Mechanical design work. Is
achieving its goals successfully through qualified
engineers administration & technical staff working
together to carry out the company’s strategy
Mission
Is to provide our clients by professional services to
enhance their competition in sights throughout our
field. Because we believe that the customer
satisfaction is our priority and butting value as
engineering theory in our consideration

